EVALUATION

Ten months after the grand opening the “Hannah-Arendt-Park” is well involved in the daily life of its users. Not only does it provide recreation, it functions as a meeting point for the locals and contributes to the identity of Seestadt Aspern. People use their district park according to their interests. Therefore the variety of its usage is large but without evoking conflicts. While some burn off energy with all types of sports others enjoy lying in the hammocks as a popular resting place. The “Airfield” playground is well used by children of all ages enjoying its various equipment. To answer the needs of the playing toddlers a pergola was created in an afterthought to provide shade in the summer heat. But not only residents use the park. Pupils from the nearby school enjoy playing in the park during lunch break or hanging out with classmates before and after lessons. The front square is the place to be when residents hold their district festivals or farmers sell their goods on market day. Once the last apartments have been build it will function as a link between the two residential areas. But even today “Hannah-Arendt-Park” is a well-established part of the growing Seestadt Aspern community being a place of communication and interaction.